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Introduction 

The story of the month covers China’s fintech development. China will send anti-corruption inspectors to centrally-

administrated universities. China will continue to be open and active in its technological cooperation on the world 

stage. More than 90 million Chinese students received financial support from the government in 2016. China will 

further promote its manufacturing sector under 11 guidelines recently released for implementing the Made in China 

2025 strategy. Alibaba calls for tougher laws and punishment for counterfeiters. JD.com sets up world's first low 

altitude UAV logistics network in northwest China. Baidu authorized to establish national deep learning tech lab. 
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Story of the Month 

 

In fintech, China shows the way 

(The economist, 25-2-2017)  

 

(…) By just about any measure of size, China is the world’s leader in fintech (short for “financial technology”, and 

referring here to internet-based banking and investment). It is far and away the biggest market for digital payments, 

accounting for nearly half of the global total. It is dominant in online lending, occupying three-quarters of the global 

market. A ranking of the world’s most innovative fintech firms gave Chinese companies four of the top five slots last 

year. The largest Chinese fintech company, Ant Financial, has been valued at about $60bn, on a par with UBS, 

Switzerland’s biggest bank. 

(… …) 

Today, the promise of fintech in China is great. It is shaking up a stodgy banking system and helping build a more 

efficient one, especially for consumers and small businesses. But limitations are also clear. Banks are fighting back. 

And regulators, tolerant so far, are wading in. For years China has looked to developed countries for ideas about 

how to manage its financial system. When it comes to fintech, the rest of the world will be studying China’s 

experience..  

The rise of fintech in China is most notable in three areas. The first, obvious in daily life, is mobile payments. China’s 

middle-class consumers, emerging as the internet took off, have always been inclined to shop online (see chart 1). 

This made them big, early adopters of digital payments. China also had a late-starter advantage. Developed 

economies long ago swapped cash for plastic (credit and debit cards). China was, until a decade ago, 

overwhelmingly cash-based. 

The shift to digital payments accelerated with the arrival of smartphones, bought by many Chinese who had never 

owned a personal computer. Today 95% of China’s internet users go online via mobile devices. Alipay, the 

payments arm of Alibaba, an e-commerce giant, soon became the mobile wallet of choice. But it quickly faced a 

challenge, when Tencent, a gaming-to-messaging company, launched a payment function in its wildly popular 

WeChat phone app, tapping its 500m-strong user base. Baidu, China’s main search engine, followed with its own 

wallet. 

Smartpurses 

Competition has sparked a stream of innovations, especially in the way mobile apps can connect online to face-to-

face retail transactions. QR codes, the matrix-like bar codes that generally failed to catch on in the West, have 

become ubiquitous in Chinese restaurants and shops. Users simply open WeChat or Alipay, scan a QR code and 

make a payment. And phones themselves can serve as payment cards: with another click, users display their own 

bar codes, which shopkeepers then scan. And it is as easy for people to send money to each other as it is to send a 

text message—a vast improvement over the bricks of cash that used to change hands. 

Many of the payment functions within WeChat or Alipay exist elsewhere in the world, but in disaggregated form: 

Stripe or PayPal for online shops processing payments; Apple Pay or Android Pay for those using their phones as 

wallets; Facebook Messenger or Venmo for friends transferring money. In China all these different functions have 

been combined onto single platforms. Adoption is widespread. For about 425m Chinese, or 65% of all mobile users, 

phones act as wallets, the world’s highest penetration rate, according to China’s ministry of industry and information 

technology. Mobile payments hit 38trn yuan ($5.5trn) last year, up from next to nothing five years earlier—and more 

than 50 times the size of the American market. 

Small is beautiful 

A second area where China has become the global leader is online lending. In most countries, banks overlook small 

borrowers. This problem is especially acute in China. State-owned banks dominate the financial system, with a 

preference for lending to state-owned companies. The absence of a mature system for assessing consumer credit-
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risk adds to banks’ reluctance to lend to individuals. Grey-market lenders such as pawn shops provide financing but 

at usurious interest rates. 

Fintech has started to fill this gap. E-commerce was again the launch-pad: online shopping platforms developed loan 

services, and are using their customers’ transactions and personal information to create credit scores. (How the 

government might eventually harvest data for social control is cause for concern, but for now lenders are merely 

trying to master the basics of credit ratings.) Shoppers on Alibaba and JD.com, China’s two biggest e-commerce 

portals, can conveniently borrow small amounts, typically less than 10,000 yuan. According to Ant Financial 

(Alibaba’s financial arm, spun out in 2014), 60% of borrowers in this category had never used a credit card. On their 

platforms, Ant and JD.com also lend to merchants, many of whom are the kinds of small businesses long ignored by 

banks. 

However, e-commerce lending is intrinsically cautious. Its targets are clients already well-known to the big shopping 

platforms. For the more radical side of China’s online lending, look instead at the explosion of peer-to-peer (P2P) 

credit. From just 214 P2P lenders in 2011, there were more than 3,000 by 2015 (see chart 2). Initially free from 

regulatory oversight, P2P soon morphed into China’s financial Wild West, brimming with frauds and dangerous 

funding models. More than a third of all P2P firms have already shut down. 

Yet P2P lenders still have a big role to play in China. Despite a string of headline-grabbing collapses, the industry 

has continued to grow. Outstanding P2P loans increased 28-fold from 30bn yuan at the start of 2014 to 850bn yuan 

today. The online lenders answer a basic need, like China’s grey-market lenders of old, but in modern garb and, 

thanks to all the competition, offering credit at lower interest rates. 

In other countries, P2P firms typically lend to clients online and obtain funding from institutional investors. The most 

successful lenders in China flip that approach on its head. Because of the lack of consumer credit ratings, they vet 

borrowers in person. Lufax, China’s biggest P2P firm, operates shops—more than 500 in 200 cities—for loan 

applicants. And for funding, Chinese P2P firms draw almost entirely on retail investors. More than 4m people invest 

on P2P platforms, up by a third over the past year. The platforms can then divide loans into small chunks, parcelling 

them out to investors to disperse risks. 

This points to the third area of China’s fintech prowess: investment. Until recently, Chinese savers faced two 

extreme options for managing their money: stash it in bank accounts, where interest rates were artificially low, but it 

was as safe as the Communist Party; or punt on the stockmarket, about as safe as playing baccarat in a casino in 

Macau. “In the middle there was nothing,” says Huang Hao, vice-president of Ant Financial. Fintech has opened that 

middle ground. 

In the West asset managers increasingly worry that they face a wave of disintermediation as investors migrate 

online. In China asset managers barely had a chance to serve as intermediaries in the first place; the market 

skipped into the digital stage. In large part this resulted from a generational divide that is the inverse of the global 

norm: the best-paid workers in China tend to be younger, the country’s first big generation of white-collar workers. 

They are much more likely to be willing to trust web-based platforms to manage their money. “In America people 

love technology, too, when they are 22. They just don’t have any money,” says Gregory Gibb, Lufax’s chief 

executive. 

The biggest breakthrough was the launch of an online fund by Alibaba in 2013. This fund, Yu’e Bao (or “leftover 

treasure”), was promoted as a way for people to earn interest on the cash in their e-commerce accounts. The appeal, 

though, turned out to be much broader. Invested through a money-market fund, Yu’e Bao offered returns in line with 

the interbank market, where interest rates float freely (see chart 3). This meant that savers could get rates that were 

more than three percentage points higher than those banks offered. And risk was minimal, because their cash was 

still ultimately in the hands of banks. Yu’e Bao attracted 185m customers within 18 months, giving it 600bn yuan of 

assets under management. 

As is so often the case in China, new entrants soon appeared. In 2014 Tencent launched Licaitong, an online fund 

platform linked to WeChat. Within a year, it had 100bn yuan under management. Lufax, meanwhile, outgrew its P2P 

roots to transform itself into a financial “supermarket”, offering personal loans, asset-backed securities, mutual funds, 

insurance and more. Robo-advisers (firms that use algorithms and surveys to let users build portfolios) also have 

China in their sights. 
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Give me your pennies 

And it is not just about wealthy investors. In the West people generally need deep pockets before they can afford to 

buy into products such as money-market funds. In China all it takes is a smartphone and an initial buy-in of as little 

as 1 yuan. WeChat, with 800m active accounts, and Ant, with 400m, can afford to be generous. 

How to gauge the impact of fintech in China? Measured against the rest of the country’s colossal financial system, 

the various fintech pieces are puny. Apps and online lenders might have massive user bases, but they are mainly 

comprised of consumers and small businesses, not the hulking state-owned enterprises and government entities 

that form the backbone of the banking system. The outstanding balance of P2P credit is roughly 0.8% of total bank 

loans. Credit provided by the e-commerce firms adds up to even less. Earnings from mobile payments amount to 

barely 2% of bank revenues. 

Wei Hou, an analyst with Bernstein Research, reckons that the fintech firms will grab less than a twentieth of banks’ 

business by 2020. That is hardly to be sneezed at, since it comfortably equates to 1trn yuan in revenues. But it is not 

the kind of radical disruption that fintech’s more ardent evangelists often foretell. 

Nevertheless, just looking at the overall size of fintech is insufficient. In the market segments they have set their 

sights on, fintech firms have made a big mark. Digital payments account for nearly two-thirds of non-cash payments 

in China, far surpassing debit and credit cards. P2P loans make up about a fifth of all consumer credit. 

What’s more, fintech firms have provoked a competitive response. Take the customer experience at China’s biggest 

banks: it has improved markedly over the past few years. Once-cumbersome online-banking portals are much easier 

to use. 

Even more important, banks are also changing their business models. Prodded in part by the online investment 

funds, they have moved away from their plain-vanilla deposit-taking roots. Their focus has shifted to “wealth-

management products” (WMPs), deposit-like investments which they sell to their clients, often via mobile apps. 

Returns are as high as anything on Alipay or Tencent. The banks’ apps are not as slick, but not far off, and they feel 

far safer, with their reassuringly physical thousands of branches. The outstanding value of WMPs has reached more 

than 26trn yuan, quadrupling in five years. WMPs have brought new risks into the financial system, in particular 

concerns over banks’ funding stability. But they have arguably done more to promote interest-rate liberalisation than 

any regulatory edict. 

And banks have come to appreciate their own strengths: branch networks; solid reputations; and risk controls. “You 

can’t say that banks or fintech firms are better positioned. Both need each other,” says Li Hongming, chairman of 

Huishang Bank, the main lender in Anhui, a big central province. Fintech upstarts have also learned that lesson. 

Look at Wheat Finance, one of the country’s earliest P2P lenders, established in 2009. Amy Huang, Wheat’s CEO, 

says her initial goal was to challenge banks on their home turf. But she soon realised that banks have insuperable 

advantages, with their stable, low-cost funding bases. Instead of battling them, Wheat is becoming their partner: 70% 

of its revenues come from selling digital services to banks. 

Regulatory attitudes are also shifting. China’s government initially gave fintech companies a free hand, a striking 

contrast to its heavy policing of traditional banks. The hunch was that fintech firms were small enough for any 

problems to be manageable, and might produce useful innovations. This wager paid off: the rise of mobile payments 

and online lending owe much to light regulation. 

But the era of benign neglect is over. In 2016, provoked in part by the P2P scandals, China introduced regulations to 

cover most fintech activities. Most of the rules are aimed at making fintech safer, not at curbing it. Firms can no 

longer pursue their most ambitious strategies. Individuals, for instance, can borrow no more than 200,000 yuan from 

any one P2P lender. 

Some of the regulations, though, also constrain what fintech firms can hope to achieve. The central bank is 

overseeing the creation of an online-payments clearance platform. It wants transparency: all digital payments will be 

visible to the central bank. But it could neutralise one of the main advantages of Ant and Tencent, forcing them to 

share transaction data with banks. It seemed, for a time, that China’s internet titans might go after banks’ crown 
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jewels, when they obtained licences to run online banks. But the government has required that they act in 

partnership with existing banks for even the most basic functions such as deposits and withdrawals. 

Yet this is not the end of the road. Ant and Tencent still have hundreds of millions of users between them on apps 

that offer a wide range of financial services and products. They just need to persuade enough users to view them 

not simply as mobile wallets but as mobile brokers and lenders. As Lufax and JD.com hone their offerings, they, too, 

will grow more powerful. Regulations have placed speed bumps along their path. But the path is still there. 

The Chinese are coming 

China’s fintech champions are also trying to break into new territory abroad. WeChat’s mobile wallet is usable 

internationally, mostly in Asia for now. Ant has invested in mobile-finance companies in India, South Korea and 

Thailand. But replicating their successes in other markets will not be straightforward. Much of their repertoire was 

devised specifically to address deficiencies in China’s financial system. And anything that touches on core banking 

abroad will require local incorporation and adherence to local regulations—headwinds against global expansion. 

China’s bigger impact is likely to be indirect. Its fintech giants have shown what can be done. For emerging markets, 

the lesson is that with the right technology, it is possible to leapfrog to new forms of banking. For developed markets, 

China offers a vision of the grand consolidation—apps that combine payments, lending and investment—that the 

future should hold. 

And the biggest lesson of all: it is not upstarts versus incumbents but rather a question of how banks absorb the 

fintech innovations blossoming around them. China, an early adopter of the abacus, is, after a long period of 

dormancy, once again blazing a trail in finance. 

 (http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21717393-advanced-technology-backward-banks-and-soaring-wealth-

make-china-leader) 

  

  News 

 

1. China to start anti-graft inspections in universities 

(China Daily, 23-2-2017) 

 

China will send anti-corruption inspectors to centrally-administrated universities, discipline authority of the 

Communist Party of China (CPC) announced February 23.  

The new inspections will scrutinize Party committees of 29 universities, including Peking University, Tsinghua 

University, Beijing Normal University and Nanjing University, according to a statement released after a meeting on 

February 23 before the launch of the 12th round of inspections.  

Inspection teams will re-examine the work of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region as well as provinces of Jilin, 

Yunnan and Shaanxi.  

The new round of inspections will also cover the Office of the Central Leading Group for Cyberspace Affairs, State 

Council Leading Group Office of Poverty Alleviation and Development, China Railway Corporation and China 

Shipbuilding Industry Corporation.  

Attending the meeting, Wang Qishan, who heads an inspection leadership group of the CPC Central Committee, 

called for better problem-finding inspections.  

The meeting urged inspectors to not only listen to what the Party officials say, but also watch what they do during 

inspections, and stressed that judgements should be made on the basis of people's comments on the work of Party 

committees.  

http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21717393-advanced-technology-backward-banks-and-soaring-wealth-make-china-leader
http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21717393-advanced-technology-backward-banks-and-soaring-wealth-make-china-leader
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Inspections should focus on rules implementation and discipline in elections and official selection to ensure a clean 

political environment, the statement said.  

More flexible measures should be introduced in the inspection mechanism to expose and prevent corruption within 

discipline authorities, it added.  

(http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2017-02/23/content_28311198.htm) 

 

2. China open, active in technology cooperation 

(China Daily, 17-2-2017) 

 

China will continue to be open and active in its technological cooperation on the world stage, the Ministry of Science 

and Technology said on February 16. 

In June, Beijing will host the Eighth Clean Energy Ministerial, followed by the Fifth BRICS Science and Innovation 

Ministerial in July, said Ye Dongbai, the ministry's director of international cooperation. 

In addition, dialogue on innovation and technology will be held with Russia, Germany, France, Italy, Israel and other 

countries this year to facilitate practical cooperation, Ye said. 

"International cooperation in science and technology can increase China's global influence, promote breakthroughs 

in scientific and industrial bottlenecks, and create a friendly environment to facilitate economic reform," he said. 

Beijing has established cooperative ties in science and technology with 158 countries and regions, inking 111 

intergovernmental agreements, he added. 

It has also joined more than 200 intergovernmental organizations dedicated to boosting such cooperation, as well as 

sending 146 technology diplomats to 71 Chinese embassies and consulates abroad. 

China has become a major global research and development player, accounting for 20.4 percent of the world's total 

R&D spending last year, according to the Industrial Research Institute, a US nonprofit think tank for industrial 

management and innovation. 

Last year, the country broke into the world's top-25 innovative economies, becoming the first middle-income country 

to do so, according to a report by the United Nation's World Intellectual Property Organization, INSEAD Business 

School and Cornell University. 

"China should actively propose new ideas, new initiatives and new plans on the world stage, so that we can play a 

leading role in facilitating cooperation in global production and equipment manufacturing," Ye said. 

 (http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2017-02/17/content_28234819.htm) 

 

3. Government funds help over 90 mln Chinese students in 2016 

 (Xinhua, 28-2-2017) 

 

More than 90 million Chinese students received financial support from the government in 2016, up 7.6 percent year 

on year, according to a report February 28. 

The report, released by the Ministry of Education, said that China spent more than 168 billion yuan (24.4 billion U.S. 

dollars) in 2016, 12.85 billion yuan more than the previous year, helping students of all levels from pre-school up to 

university. 

Students also enjoyed free tuition and fees in compulsory education, the report said, adding that another fund of 

16.74 billion yuan had been allocated to provide free textbooks for 128 million students. 
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Tian Zuyin, director of the National Center for Student Financial Aid, said that China would improve funds for 

students in 2017, so that "no one will drop out of school because of family financial difficulty."  

(http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2017-02/28/c_136092230.htm) 

 

4. Made in China policy gets a guideline boost 

 (China Daily, 26-2-2017) 

 

Initiative aims to achieve breakthroughs and increase nation's competitiveness  

China will further promote its manufacturing sector under 11 guidelines recently released for implementing the Made 

in China 2025 strategy, which focus on areas such as smart manufacturing, high-end equipment, new materials and 

branding.  

An initiative known as 1+X was finished earlier this month with 11 guidelines published, according to the Ministry of 

Industry and Information Technology. The "1" stands for Made in China 2025 and "X" refers to guidelines for 11 

subsectors, including smart and green manufacturing and innovation of high-end equipment.  

More than 20 departments of the State Council, China's Cabinet, participated in the initiative, which aims to achieve 

breakthroughs in the manufacturing sector and boost the country's competitiveness from a "world factory" to a true 

manufacturing power, encompassing the process from design to production.  

These guidelines aim to be suggestions, not administrative requirements. They endow the market with a bigger role 

in resource allocation and call for joint efforts by the government, enterprises, research institutes, universities and 

financial institutions.  

Made in China 2025 was first pro-posed by Premier Li Keqiang in his Government Work Report in March 2015. Li 

has reiterated the plan on many occasions and promoted the upgrading of China's manufacturing sector to be 

environmentally friendly, cost-effective and high-end.  

In a written instruction last year, he called for a lowering of the thresh-old for market access, better allocation of 

resources and reduced costs for the development of advanced manufacturing industries. He also encouraged the 

integration of Made in China 2025 with initiatives such as Internet Plus and mass entrepreneurship and innovation, 

with an emphasis on craftsmanship.  

At a State Council executive meeting in April, Li said efforts should be made to boost consumer confidence in 

domestically made products and promote the international competitiveness of manufacturing industries by improving 

quality and efficiency.  

He also put manufacturing enter-prises at the top of his schedule during each of his inspection tours to regions such 

as Shanghai, Tianjin and Shenzhen last year.  

On a visit to a new Dongfeng Commercial Vehicle Coplant of in Shiyan, Hubei province, in May, the premier 

encouraged workers to carry for-ward a revolution in quality with a spirit of craftsmanship, and promote the overall 

upgrading of Chinese products.  

"The quality revolution depends on the craftsman's spirit and innovation, and the key is consumer-orient-ed 

development," he told the workers.  

"The strategy of Made in China 2025 and Internet Plus are inseparable, as we must upgrade the manufacturing 

industry and boost smart manufacturing," Li said at a session of the World Economic Forum in June in Tianjin.  

Also in Tianjin, he lifted a "smart" bicycle made of carbon fiber and took it for a test ride at a Flying Pigeon 

experience store, which features 100-year-old brands.  

"I would like to tell Chinese bicycle companies that I support the smart upgrading of the Made in China strategy," he 

said.  
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Zhang Jun, chief economist at China Fortune Securities, said China's aging population will lead to a rise in the price 

of labor and shrinking demand, meaning smart manufacturing is a good way to boost production efficiency and trim 

costs.  

China became the world's biggest manufacturer two years ago but still lags in brand recognition and innovation 

compared with developed economies, said Xin Guobin, vice-minister of Industry and Information Technology, at an 

earlier news conference. Smart manufacturing can help tackle challenges when the country faces downward 

pressure on economic growth and slowing private investment, he added.  

(http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/kindle/2017-02/26/content_28352027.htm) 

 

5. Alibaba calls for tougher laws and punishment for counterfeiters 

(SCMP, 27-2-2017) 

 

E-commerce giant Alibaba Group has called for stricter laws and heftier penalties against product counterfeiting. 

The company said such illegal activities have caused damage to the manufacturing and business environment, and 

hurt the interest of consumers and merchants. 

“To date, many of those involved in counterfeiting have escaped sanction, shown by an extremely low conviction 

rate,” the company said in a statement after a press conference on February 27. “Ambiguities in the law have meant 

that enforcement officers have found it difficult to classify and quantify cases of counterfeiting let alone commence 

legal proceedings.” 

The Hangzhou-based company is the owner of the South China Morning Post. 

Alibaba said it has identified 4,495 leads on possible counterfeiting cases in 2016, each involving a value of goods 

exceeding the statutory minimum of 50,000 yuan for criminal investigation. 

Of these, only 1,184 cases were taken on by the relevant authorities, which resulted in just 33 convictions, or 0.7 per 

cent of the total. 

Some 37 out of the 47 convicted individuals involved in counterfeiting crimes were granted probation, it added. 

“The current regulations are no longer able to cope with the need to fight counterfeiting,” Jessie Zheng, chief 

platform governance officer of Alibaba, told the conference on February 27. 

She underscored the importance of stringent anti-counterfeiting laws. 

“A clear message was sent to society that there will be serious legal consequence to drunk-driving, creating an 

effective deterrent to this criminal behaviour. The same should apply to counterfeiting,” she said. 

Alibaba said in one successful case, after a four month-long investigation, public security agents in 12 provinces and 

cities raided 13 factories and stores last July. The action resulted in the arrest of 16 people on suspicion of selling 

counterfeit Kingston and Samsung memory chips on Alibaba’s consumer-to-consumer marketplace Taobao.  

(http://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/2074469/alibaba-calls-tougher-laws-and-punishment-counterfeiters) 

 

6. JD.com sets up world's first low altitude UAV logistics network in northwest China 

(People.cn, 08-1-2017) 

China's e-commerce giant JD.com has signed an agreement with northwest China's Shaanxi provincial government 

to set up the world's first low altitude UAV, or unmanned aerial vehicles logistics network covering the whole 

province. 
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The drones to be used in Shaanxi are to be ten times bigger than those used in the Beijing-based company's first 

UAV debut last June. 

Being able to travel up to 300 kilometres per flight, the drones can be loaded with several tonnes of goods. 

UAV logistics networks are designed to cut the costs of shipping in remote and mountainous areas, said Liu 

Qiangdong, CEO of JD.com. Parcels will first be taken to distribution centres at town and township levels via 

traditional transport means. Drones will then take parcels to each village where they will be distributed to the 

customers. 

The company currently uses UAVs in Liu Qiangdong's hometown Suqian city in Jiangsu Province; in Xi'an city, the 

capital of Shaanxi; and in Beijing. 

JD.com and the Shaanxi provincial government will also cooperate in setting up a comprehensive UAV logistics 

platform, a UAV engineering centre, an intelligent logistics data base, a national low altitude management platform, 

the Shaanxi agricultural product supply chain and an intelligent logistics town.  

(http://en.people.cn/n3/2017/0222/c90000-9181239.html) 

 

7. Baidu authorized to establish national deep learning tech lab 

 (Xinhua, 09-1-2017) 

 

The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) has approved Baidu's request to participate in the 

construction of several national engineering laboratories. Also on the approved list are Alibaba, Tencent and 18 

other companies, according to industry insider site Leiphone.com. 

Baidu, the search engine giant, will be in charge of establishing a lab for the research and application of deep 

learning. The laboratory will focus on deep learning technology, computer vision perception, computer auditory 

abilities, biometric identification, human-computer interaction, standardized services and deep learning intellectual 

property. 

Lin Yuanqing, head of Baidu's Institute of Deep Learning, will join the laboratory team, along Xu Wei, a senior Baidu 

expert, and professors in related fields from a variety of top universities. 

In a bid to attract talent to participate in the research, Baidu will share its computations, algorithms and big data, 

three resources that help to make the company a world leader in deep learning, reports say. 

China had 167 national engineering laboratories by September of last year. National engineering is an important part 

of the national scientific and technological innovation system under the NDRC.  

(http://en.people.cn/n3/2017/0221/c90000-9180775.html) 

 


